
Vocabulary: 
A-Fill in the blanks with the words given. (one word is extra).( 1.5 points) 

diary- contains -hard of hearing- entry- take care of - dedicated- figure out 

 1- Dr.Gharib was regarded as a …………………… physician. 

 2- I highlighted the ……………… for the word “nice” in the dictionary. 

 3- Try to avoid food that ………….. a lot of fat. 

 4- Sara has kept a …………… for ten years. 

 5- We have to ………………………… elderly people. 

 6- I listened carefully, but I could not ………………….what the teacher said. 

B- Match the words with the definitions. (one definition is extra).(1 points) 

   1-calmly (    )                                                        a. simple or easy; basic  

   2-repeatedly (    )                                                  b.in a quit way  

   3-recommend (    )                                                c.to advise  

   4-elementary(     )                                                 d. generous  

                                                                                 e. many times 

C-Choose the correct answer.(.5 point) 

  1-Hamid always ……………….his life with Sine’s life.  

      a. supports                      b. compares                      c. defines                          d. communicates 

  2-The first Persian dictionary was ………………………..around 1000 years ago.  

      a. complicated                b. compiled                       c. supposed                      d. monolingual 

D:Match the words to their definitions. (One extra definition)(1 point) 

  1. lap (………)                                            a. to suddenly decide to do something. 

  2. effectively(………)                                 b. to start something, such as an organization or an institution,                   

  3. found(………)     especially by providing money 

  4. jump into(………)                                  c. the upper part of your legs when you are sitting 

                                                                      d. to suddenly come into contact with something or someone 

                                                                      e. in a way that is successful and achieves what you want 

Grammar 
A-Write appropriate tag questions.(1 points) 

1-He always plays volleyball, ……………………………. ?  

2-Your parents are very rich, ……………………………. ?  

3-Ali and his friend stayed at home yesterday, …………………………. ?  

4. He let me to use his toys,-------------------------------? 

B-Choose the correct answer.(1 points) 

1-The boy …………………..near the park 2 days ago.  

   a. saw                    b. was seen                             c. are seen                              d.is seen 

2-Nowadays English ……………………..in many countries.  

   a. has spoken         b. is speaking                         c. is spoken                            d. speaks 

C-Fill in the blanks with who , whom , which .(1 point) 
1- The girl …………… I met had blue eyes.  

2- This is the dictionary ……………… we used in high school.  

3- Maryam wants to buy a car ………………. is easy to park.  

4- I love the actor ………….. was on TV last night.  

D. Make active and passive sentences. (1)  

1. solutions / to / find / scientists / problems /.  

  Active: ------------------------------------------------------------ Passive:----------------------------------------------------- 
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Writing 

A-Fill in the blanks with  and , or , so , but .(2 point) 

  1-I really want to go to the cinema ,……… I am sick.  2-Tina studied hard for the exam ,…….. she passed it.  

  3-You can eat this sandwich ,.… you can order a pizza. 4-Zahra saw her friend ,……she didn’t speak to her. 

B. Edit with connecting words: but / and / so / or and correct punctuation where needed. (3 pts) 

A good dictionary is not just a list of isolated words with their meanings, (1)……….translations. The job of the 

dictionary is to place a word in each of its possible contexts, (2) …..……. explain its meaning in each case.   

Understanding a word that you have met in a reading text is one thing, (3)…… using it in your own writing is 

another, (4) ………. you need a knowledge of more than just the meaning of the word in order to understand it 

successfully. You need to know how it combines with other words in a sentence, (5)…… in the structure of a 

text. There are several aspects to this, (6) ………..… we will look at two: word grammar and collocation. 

C-Put the words in correct orders.(1 point) 

  My father – his birthday – Amir – for – a present – gave. 

  ……………………………………………………………………………………….. . 

D. There is a mistake in each sentence. Find and correct them.(2)  

  1. I tried to hit the nail, so I hit my thumb instead.  

  2. I have two goldfish or a cat.  

  3. My dad always worked hard, but we could afford the things we wanted.  

  4. Martin is pretty good at writing, for Jack is better. 

Comprehension    A: Cloze test: Read the following passage and then fill in the blanks with correct 

choices.(2 points) 
Dictionaries which explain what words mean give a clear (1)……….…..of them and how they are used; A good 

dictionary also gives more (2)………... about words. For example, it (3)..…… how the words are (4)…………. 

1- a. information   b. definition   c. collection   d. recommendation 

2- a. translation   b. introduction  c. pronunciation  d. information 

3- a. shows    b. learns   c. explains   d. asks 

4- a. pronounced   b. advanced   c. existed   d. selected 

Reading Comprehension :Read the passage and then answer the question. 

Jabbar Baghcheban is well known for opening the first Iranian kindergarten and the first deaf school for Iranian 

kids. He is the author of the book ‘Method of Teaching the Deaf’ in which he explained his unique method of 

teaching the deaf, known as‘ oral hand alphabet system’. He devoted his life to speech training of Iranian deaf 

students. There are plenty of Baghcheban schools all across the country now for deaf kids. Mirza Jabbar 

Asgarzadeh was born in Yerevan, Armenia. His origin was from Tabriz or Urmia in the Iranian Azerbaijan 

region. The first kindergarten he established was called the Baghch-e Atfal which means the "kids garden". That 

is why he was given the nickname Baghcheban which literally means "gardener" in the Persian language. He 

founded a school for the deaf in 1924. That school was located next to his kindergarten. In 1928 he wrote the 

first Iranian children's book in Persian. The book was called baba barfi which means "snow daddy" in Persian. 

 A. True or False (1 pt.) 

    1. Jabbar Baghche Ban is famous for opening a school for blind people.          True        False 

    2. Jabbar Baghche Ban was born in Armenia but he is from Iran originally.     True        False 

B. Answer the question in short sentences. (4pts) 

   3. Why is he called ‘Bagcheban’? …………….…….. 

   4. When did he write the first children’s book? ………..…………… 

   6. What is the book ‘Method of Teaching the Deaf’ about? …………… 

C. Choose the correct answer (1 pts) 

   7. The word “founded’ is the closest in meaning to: 

       a) made                       b) established             c) helped                  d) contained 

   8. The name of his first book for children was………. 

       a) Baghche Atfal        b) Snow Daddy           c) Baghcheban         d) Methods of Teaching 
 



Vocabulary:A: 1.dedicated     2.entry    3.contains    4.diary         5. take care of    6. figure out  

                         B: 1.b      2.e      3.c       4.a 

                         C: 1.b      2.b 

                         D: 1.c       2.e       3.b      4.a 

   Grammar: A:1.doesn’t he?     2.aren’t day?    3.disn’t they?    4.didn’t he? 

                      B:1.b                       2.c 

                      C: whom                2.which              3.which              4.who 

                      D: Scientists find solutions to problems. 

                           Solutions to problems are found. 

Writing: A: 1.but                2.and                3.or              4.but 

                B: 1.or                  2.and                3.but            4.so              5.and         6.but 

                C: My father gave Amir a present for his birthday. 

                  D: 1.so/but          2.or / and           3.but/so               4.for/but 

Comprehension: A:1.b       2.d             3.c               4.a 

Reading Comprehension: 1. False        2. True  

3.Because the first kindergarten he established was called the Baghch-e Atfal which means the "kids garden". 

4. In 1928 he wrote the first Iranian children's book in Persian. 

5. He founded a school for the deaf in 1924.    

6.  It is about the method of teaching the deaf, known as‘ oral hand alphabet system’. 

7. b         8.c 
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